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Abstract
New students or freshmen joining universities and large campuses face huge difficulties and problems in locating
and navigating to their lecture/tutorial rooms and labs. While they already face challenges in securing courses,
textbooks and accommodation, they also have to adopt their new learning environment and know their way around.
The University of the South Pacific is a premier institute of high education for the Pacific region and has membership
of 12 island countries. Therefore, there are students coming to the main campus - Laucala Campus in Fiji from a
diverse background in the Pacific and beyond. The First Year Experience surveys have revealed that students miss
some of their classes in the first few weeks as they are unable to locate their lecture and tutorial rooms given the spread
of the rooms on campus. Consequently, many freshmen also miss mandatory formative assessments. This is one of
the main reasons for developing the USP Campus Map app. Then, there is also documentation on the discomfort to
visitors and guests of the University due to the difficulty in finding places in a timely manner. The USP Campus Map
App is an intuitive tool designed to assist students and the visitors to find their desired places in the campus such as
Library, Book Centre, Lecture rooms, Cafeterias, ITS labs, Conference rooms, Student Academic Service building
and many more. It also marks the washrooms, cafeteria, security booth and other common places. The Campus Map
app contains the navigation system that will allow the students and visitors to reach their selected destination easily.
The routes that the app provide movement on foot as well as by car. The building information contains the building
number, images and description about that building. The app operates offline after the first download. This paper
discusses the design, development and deployment of the app and feedback from the users.
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1. Introduction
New advancements in the capabilities of the smartphone and easy accessibility and affordability has led to an
increase interest towards inheriting mobile devices for learning transitioning from eLearning to mLearning
(mLearning) (Haag, 2011). The continuous proliferation of smartphones with incredibly advanced web browsers has
brought an excellent opportunity to deliver course contents across many platforms using the mobile browsers (Crow,
Santos, LeBaron, McFadden, & Osborne, March 2010). The flexibility of younger generation in becoming familiar
to using mobile devices in their daily lives has motivated the higher education institutions to integrate and design
learning and teaching materials for mobile devices to suit the different learning styles.
The number of mobile cellular subscriptions and fixed broadband subscriptions for the South Pacific countries (per
100 people) has greatly increased since 2005 as shown in Table 1. It shows that in Fiji and Tonga a person has at
least one device while Vanuatu has 83% mobile subscribers per 100 people and Solomon and Tuvalu has more than
70% on mobile subscribers per 100 people.
Mobile learning allows a new and more flexible educational strategy as it allows students to have the opportunity to
review course content or communicate with their peers and instructors anywhere and anytime at their own
convenience (Sharples, Arnedillo-Sánchez, Milrad, & Vavoula, 2009; Traxler, 2007) According to a report
developed by (PRWeb, 2015), there is currently a massive demand for mobile learning content in Asia-Pacific
countries. There are many mobile apps (Google, 2019b; Singh, 2015; Singh, Bali, Adhikthikar, & Chandra, 2014)
developed in the Pacific in different sector such as tourism, sports, education, bank, government, travel and so on.
Location-based applications and services are extensively getting popular nowadays using Global Positioning System
(GPS) (Thomas J. Gallagher, Binghao Li, Andrew G. Dempster, & Chris Rizos, 2010), and are built using a
geolocation system which identifies or estimates the location of an object in physical or virtual environment (Patel &

Tiwari, 2017). Uber application is one the well-known example of location-based application, where the users and
drivers are located on map in real time. Likewise, weather forecasting applications, food delivery applications,
navigation applications, social networking and dating applications and games like Pokémon Go makes use of
geolocation in real time. In educational context, there are a number of interactive campus maps and navigation
applications are previously developed to assist students, staff and visitors to navigate through different buildings on
campus (Clough, 2009; Thomas J Gallagher, Binghao Li, Andrew G Dempster, & Chris Rizos, 2010; Mantoro,
Saharudin, & Selamat, 2009; Patel & Tiwari, 2017; Roth et al., 2009; Xiao, 2010). Using GPS technology enabled
devices, current geographical position of user is determined and route to the desired location is drawn on map. This
feature is available in USP Campus map app.
Table 1: Shows the Mobile Cellular Subscriptions and Fixed Broadband Subscriptions data per 100 people for
South Pacific Countries. This has been reconstructed using the World Bank data ("Fixed broadband subscriptions
(per 100 people)," 2017; "Mobile cellular subscriptions," 2017).
Mobile Cellular
Fixed Broadband
Subscriptions
Subscriptions
Country/Years
Fiji
Samoa
Tonga
Kiribati
Solomon Islands
Marshall Islands
Vanuatu
Tuvalu
Papua New Guinea
Federated States of Micronesia

2005
25
13
30
1
1
1
6
13
1

2017
114
62
100
40
76
30
83
71
49

2005
0.85
0.04
0.64
0.36
0.1
0.03
1.55
-

2017
1.34
0.86
2.78
0.07
0.19
1.88
1.64
4.02
0.22

13

22

0.04

3.58

Moreover, there are location-based applications coupled with tour functionality. A virtual tour feature gives a unique
opportunity to the clients and customers to feel, explore and familiarize with location without being physical present
at the property. There are wide range of academic and commercial applications implementing tour functionality in
virtual environments (Gupta, Shastry, Krishnani, Sahu, & Gupta, 2017; Khan et al., 2008). Such applications not
only give more visibility and clarity of properties and facilities to end users, but also build trust and stronger
connection crucial for long-lasting business relationships. For educational institutes, new students and staff have
also benefited with an option of virtual tour of campus. Previously, University of Sargodha, Pakistan has
implemented a virtual campus application providing information about interior and exterior structure of various
departmental buildings (Khan et al., 2008). A virtual reality model of the Avcilar Campus of Istanbul University is
also such application in education domain (Sarisakal & Ceylan, 2003). Also, a virtual tour prototype is developed at
Malaysian university to enhance visitor experience and interaction in a real environment (Tengku Wook et al.,
2018). National Institute of Technology, Raipur also implemented a virtual tour application for their institute (Gupta
et al., 2017). The University of Oxford have designed their own 360 view virtual tour allowing to navigate through
their colleges and get an overview of the college’s floorplan (Oxford, 2019). 360 panoramic view and virtual tour of
more than 600 colleges and institutes worldwide are available at (Bao & Jiang, 2017). Hence, offering a virtual tour
of campus seems a promising option for smooth student transitions and unforgettable experience. This feature is also
available in enhanced version on the app with other functionality improvements. This paper discusses the reason for
Campus Map app for USP, its features, design, tools and frameworks for development and deployment of the app
and feedback from the users.

2. A Case Study – The University of the South Pacific
A. Background of USP
The University of the South Pacific (USP) is a regional institution providing higher education since it began
operational in 1968 in over 14 campuses and 10 centers with more than 30,000 students. The university is owned by
12 member countries – Cook Islands, Fiji Islands, Kiribati, Marshall Islands, Nauru, Niue, Samoa, Solomon Islands,

Tokelau, Tonga, Tuvalu and Vanuatu. Each of the member countries has at least a campus and centers while Fiji has
3 campuses of which the Laucala Campus is the main campus which houses university’s administrative, academic
and commercial operations (Bibhya Sharma & Jokhan, 2010). The geographical spread of the campuses comes with
a challenge for the university to provide premium quality education to all its regional country students. The USPNet,
which is university’s own telecommunication system, connects to the regional campuses using satellites and link
through the C Band shown in Figure 2. The USP invests heavily in providing these services as it attempts to provide
education to the students as well as keep these students and communities in touch with the world.

Figure 1: USP member countries connected throughout the Pacific region using the USPNet. Adopted from USP
strategic plan 2013-2018 ("Strategic Plan 2013-2018," 2013).
B. ICT Initiatives at USP
USP have implemented number of projects, including eLearning Learning Management System (Moodle), Online
Mathematics Diagnostic Test (OMDT), Early Warning System (EWS), Lecture Capture, Faculty Online Orientation
Tool (FOOT), English Language Skills Assessment Online (Elsa Online), Tablet Learning Project (TLP) and mobile
learning to support teaching & learning processes in USP (B. N. Sharma et al., 2018).
C. Mobile Learning and apps at USP
The mLearning team in USP introduced mobile learning as a tool to improve and make learning easier for all its
students in 2011 (Bibhya Sharma et al., 2015b). The team initially developed several SMS services such as SMS
exam timetable, SMS Quiz, SMS mark sheet and SMS Room Locator. In 2013 and 2014, the team started to move
to develop responsive web based application and developed course finder and Go Nut edutainment game (Bibhya
Sharma, Kumar, et al., 2017). In 2016 and 2017 the team started work on re-engineering many of its services from
SMS to mobile applications. The free tablet distribution to first year students by the University boosted the demand
for app-based mLearning services (Reddy & Sharma, 2015). The three mobile apps recently designed and
implemented by the mLearning team are USP Mobile App, Events App and Campus Map ("mLearning," 2019).

3. USP Campus Map App Background
A. Problem statement
Students enrolled in USP come from different Pacific countries and globe and based on the physical size of USP
main campus, new students joining USP often face a lot of difficulties in finding their way around. They are not able
to locate certain buildings and rooms in time to attend classes. In the beginning of the semester, students spend time

on locating the lecture/tutorial room and usually reach late to the class or even miss the class. Important facilities
such as washroom, ATM, food court are unknown to students and face problem using these facilities when needed.
Visitors coming to USP for conference, seminars and meetings also face issues locating the desired location.
B. App Features
After analysis of the issues, a mobile app was developed because of its navigation properties, with following
features as shown in the user case in Figure 3.

Figure 2: Use Case Diagram for the USP Campus Map & Tour app
The two main users for the app are new students and visitors. The app has the following features:
 View Map - once the user opens up the app, the user will be able to see the Laucala campus map.
 Search Location – this feature allows the user to search and view building, rooms or other facilities
available on the campus such as rest rooms, ATM’s.
 Select Location - the user will be able to select the location to navigate.
 View picture- the user will be able to see pictures of the selected building or rooms or the amenities.
 Navigation - the user will be able to see their current location and the paths marked on the map to follow.
The path shows if it is sheltered or unsheltered pathway.
 Navigate by walking or driving - the user can choose walking or driving pathway.
 Street and satellite view - users can easily switch the view from a street view to a satellite view
 Hide/Show different layers - this feature allows the user to hide or show different layers such as Lecture,
Labs & Tutorial Rooms, Amenities, Car Park, Buildings, ATMs.
 Virtual Tour – displays list of all available and popular tours. User can select and view the desired tour.
 Contact Us – this feature allows the users to contact the developing team to give feedbacks, suggestions or
any problems they have encountered while using the app.

4. System Analysis and Design
A. Feasibility study
1. Economically feasibility: The app and its web portal is economically with respect to the students and users point
of view. It is cost effective because the google map Javascript API is used with Laravel framework, which is
available for free.
2. Technical feasibility: the app and web portal does not require any special hardware and software.
3. Behavioral feasibility: the app and web portal has user friendly interface and is simple to use.

B. System Architecture
The campus map data can change in future such as a new ATM can be installed, a new walkway can be made, a new
cafeteria can be constructed or existing facilities and building can be removed or renamed. Due to this changing
nature, a web portal was designed to accommodate these ad hoc or constant changes. The administrator also has
advantage as this avoids all the requirements and delays for app updates.
After analyzing the features and the requirements, app and web portal’s system architecture was designed as shown
in figure 4. The portal is used to manage (add, remove, modify) map data. This portal data is obtained by the android
app via a web service. When the process runs in the system, requests are generated with the respective parameters.
The server returns the appropriate result in JSON format after analyzing the parameters, which is then forwarded to
the android application. The design of the Campus Map app architecture is effective as there is not much load on the
main server. The new data is synchronized in the app when it is online.

Figure 3: System Architecture of the app and web portal

5. App and Web Portal Implementation
The app was implemented using main server, web services and APIs consists of android app and web portal as
discussed in the system architecture. The main technology used for this development was PHP’s Laravel framework,
with css and javascripts for web portal and android app developed using android, java programming and web
services created for data communication. The following subtopic explains the tools and framework used for
implementation of the app, web portal and offline functionality. All the tools and frameworks used in this project are
open source.
A. Web Portal
The web portal had the frontend for admin to add, delete, modify any information on the map and a backend to
handle all the data to database. Backend used Laravel’s Illuminate Database, Smarty and dependency tools such as
composer and Node.js.
Laravel’s Illuminate Database
This framework is a full database toolkit for PHP, providing an expressive query builder, ActiveRecord style ORM,
and schema builder. It supports MySQL, Postgres, SQL Server, and SQLite. It was used to serves as the database
layer of the Laravel PHP framework.

This allows changes in MySQL database to Postgres or SQL Server for any reason, it will be very easy to switch as
changes to codes will not be required other than changing the configuration values in the settings file (maximoleinik, 2019).
Smarty
Smarty is a template engine for PHP, facilitating the separation of presentation (HTML/CSS) from application logic.
This implies that PHP code is application logic and is separated from the presentation.
This framework was used to write presentation template code only once which was used for different pages,
reducing the development time and making it easier to manage project code (Smarty, 2018).
Composer
Composer is a dependency manager for PHP. In order to use the above frameworks, this was needed to download
each dependency framework and have it readily available to use in code. This makes the development easier as the
composer downloads and installs the dependencies rather than manually downloading dependencies (Adermann &
Boggiano, 2019).
Node.js
Node.js is a JavaScript runtime built on Chrome's V8 JavaScript engine. Node.js uses an event-driven, non-blocking
I/O model that makes it lightweight and efficient. Node.js' package ecosystem, npm, is the largest ecosystem of open
source libraries in the world. In this development Node.js is used to manage front end dependencies like CSS and
JavaScript compilers ("Node.js," 2019).
SASS
Sass is the most mature, stable, and powerful professional grade CSS extension language in the world. It makes
writing and managing CSS very easy with the introduction of reusable variables and functions. Since bootstrap is
now using SASS for its CSS compilation, this development uses SASS for a smooth integration (Catlin,
Weizenbaum, Eppstein, & Anne, 2019).
Google Maps JavaScript API
In order to draw building boundaries and plot walkways within the campus, a robust mapping library was needed
which provides these functionalities. Google Maps JavaScript API was used for this to mark the location/points,
draw the building/facilities map data on web portal. The same Google Maps API was used in mobile app which is
Android based and has Google Maps and Location APIs baked into the Android OS (Google, 2019d).
B. Android Frameworks & Libraries
Android Software Development Kit does not have solutions for all kinds of requirements of an Android App. As a
result, many Android developers write their own frameworks and libraries to speed up development and better
manage code. The libraries used in this project have been in continuous development and enhancement over many
years, which makes them perfect to integrate in the app. (Google, 2019a).
Glide
Glide is a fast and efficient open source media management and image loading framework for Android that wraps
media decoding, memory and disk caching, and resource pooling into a simple and easy to use interface. This is very
important library for this app as it loads, images, caching content, and now having 360-degree tour content to load
(sjudd & glide-copybara-robot, 2019). Same as above.
Volley
Volley is an HTTP library that makes networking for Android apps easier and, most importantly, faster (Poligun &
jpd236, 2019).
Room Persistence Library
The Room persistence library provides an abstraction layer over SQLite to allow fluent database access while
harnessing the full power of SQLite which helps to create a cache of the app's data on a device. (Google, 2019f).

Firebase Analytics for Android
This library collects usage and behavior data of the app. This is the main analytics API used in the app, to find out
the popular places from user search, the user demographics and so forth which can be used for analytics in future for
planning and improving facilities (Google, 2019c).
Google Maps Android API
This library allows to embed Google Maps view and all the maps functionality into the app. This is the important
API to show the map in the app (Google, 2019e).
C. Offline Navigation
As the user opens the app for the first time, the navigational data is synced to app’s SQLite database. This is then
used to calculate the shortest path between two selected points from the map. Dijkstra’s Algorithm 1 is used to
calculate the shortest possible path between two point.
Step 1 – Add walkway points data on the map and database
In order to get the navigational routes or walkways, the walkway points data were added on the map
through the portal. Each walkway or path has a series of points which is connected to give walkway path or
polyline in Google Mapping terms.
One walkway point consists of a latitude and a longitude value which is stored in database with its
immediate connected neighbor. If Point A (Lat, Lng), and Point B (Lat, Lng) are connected to each other
then this is stored as a pair in Connectors table in the database together with the distance between them.
Step 2 – Using Dijkstra Algorithm to find shortest path
When a user selects a desired place/location on the map to navigate to, the app finds locations nearest
walkway point and nearest walkway point to the user from the Point table in the database. Once these 2
points (to and from) are obtained, app then feeds all connected points data into the Dijkstras’s Algorithm to
get the shortest possible path between these points.
D. Accessibility
The USP Campus Map app is available for Android users only. The minimum android version needed to run the
Campus Map App is version 5.1(Lollipop) which is available on google play store ("USP Campus Map," 2019).
E. Privacy Policy
The privacy policy document outlines the use of all the user information that is obtained through the Campus Map
App. The document also highlights on safeguarding of all the user related information that is capture. The detailed
privacy policy information ("Privacy Policy Campus Map Mobile Application," 2019).
F. Feedback
The user feedback from Google play for the app is mostly positive as shown in ("USP Campus Map," 2019). The
app currently has 4.6/5 rating. The user feedback from Google play according to the user review are quite
impressive as majority of the comments depicts that the app is really useful in terms of location and building
searches, saves time and assists first year students which was one of the major motivation behind this app. One of
the comments stated that
“Brilliant, A useful guide especially for the newbies and all those who aren’t familiar with the facilities at Laucala”,
while another user commented “really helpful As I being the first year student now I can find rooms and other
facilities on my own with the help of usp campus map.. thumbs up”.

To view more information about Dijkstra’s Algorithm please visit: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dijkstra%27s_algorithm
Google uses a hybrid version of the Dijkstra’s algorithm, it has other factors to take into account other than the distance between
two points, it also takes into account the traffic times, altitudes to give you the most efficient path to your destination.
1

G. Screenshot of the USP Campus and Tour app
Figure 5 and 6 shows some screenshots of the campus map and tour app. Search and view map feature shown in
figure 5.1, user can search for the building or view the marked building. Second screenshot shows pictures of
selected building and lists the rooms in it, it also has navigation icon to allow the user to navigate. Figure 5.3 shows
navigation feature from user’s current location to desired location with sheltered and unsheltered paths marked.

Figure 4: Screenshot of Campus Map features: search, view app, view building, navigation
Figure 6 shows some screenshots of the virtual tour feature. Figure 6.1 shows list of popular and all available virtual
tours. Second screenshot on top right shows actual tour, going towards ICT building in this case. Last screenshot
shows tour of the library and information available at different marked places in the tour.

Figure 5: Screenshots of Virtual Tour features - list of tours, actual tours

6. Challenges in mobile learning in the Pacific
The traditional way of face-to-face learning has shifted to online and virtual learning with interactive content
delivery through ICT-driven learning environment. This new form is now adopted in mobile learning through
enhanced software and hardware in smartphones and tablets. Mobile learning is essential at recent time as the
students are mostly on their smart devices using several apps in daily life and hence there are a lot of work is done
on mLearning and mobile apps developed in different areas for learning and teaching (Bandung, Tanjung, &
Subekti, 2017; Chung, Hwang, & Lai, 2019; Motiwalla, 2007; Zhang, 2015).
In the Pacific, there are several challenges and opportunities due to the ICT infrastructure and bandwidth, digital
divide, literacies, numeracy skills, geographic isolation, lacking teaching and learning resources, English not being
the first language, availability of electricity in all areas, expensive mobile data plans, lack of training to use
technology and staff support (Corcoran & Chacko, 2010; Bibhya Sharma, Lauano, et al., 2017).
Recently, there is a lot of improvement in accessing the technology in the Pacific such as mobile devices, internet
and mobile has led to economic growth, innovation, entrepreneurship, high quality of services which excels towards
better high education in Pacific (Crow et al., March 2010; "Fixed broadband subscriptions (per 100 people)," 2017;
"Mobile cellular subscriptions," 2017). USP which is the leading High Education Institute in the Pacific has
redesigned its learning and teaching content integrating ICT and smart learning tools to improve its distance and
flexible learning and providing an interactive and engaging education to its learners (B Sharma et al., 2016).
Moreover, USP has delivered mobile learning services such as SMS services, edutainment and now mobile apps
which enabled more collaborative and transformative learning since 2013 (Reddy & Sharma, 2015; Bibhya Sharma
et al., 2015a).
There are many geo-location applications available globally for different purposes such as Google Maps for
searching and navigation, social apps, events and games. The USP campus map & tour app has been developed to
ease students navigate to their desired location as they come from different part of Pacific. This is however limited
to Android and to USP’s main campus (Laucala map) only because of lack of resources and budget to develop for
all other campuses. In Pacific we are still underprivileged when it comes to geo-location and street view compared
to the developed countries. Pacific map on Google map still lacks all locations marked and there are just few street
view available. Development of USP Campus map & Tour app will take one step further in development in this
area.
The use of smart devices and subscription to internet has increased in the Pacific significantly due to the reduction in
price of devices and cost of broadband and mobile data subscription, acceptance of mobile devices and apps and
knowledge about technology. This is however still limited to many areas in the Pacific. Questions, which needs to be
asked if students with less ICT privileges are digital literate to use mobile technologies in higher education? What is
their perception of mobile apps in high education?

Future Directions
The USP Campus map and Tour app is developed to assist new comers and visitors easily find and navigate their
way to desired location and facilities around the campus. This helps students easily find their lecture, tutoring and
exam rooms without causing delay in attending the class or missing it altogether.
In near future, the mLearning team is planning to integrate the 360-degree view in the map which means after
searching for the location, users not only would be able to see the pictures of the building but move around the
building in 360-degree view. The new pathway showing disability pathway will be added. The team is planning to
include other campuses in the map so students can easily navigate in all campuses and to develop the iOS version of
the app.
Even though there are many developments done in mobile learning in USP, there is still a long way to go in terms in
new mobile apps, its data analytics and usage of this data to improve the education for learners. The mobile learning
team of USP is exploring more into mobile apps and Argument Reality and Virtual Reality concept in mobile app to
develop more mobile apps for its students. The aim is to have most of the web functionality on mobile as well to
make interactive and engaging learning.

Surveys and research work conducted at USP in the past have shown the importance of ICT tools and technology to
implement or enhance delivery modes and learning support for the geographically isolated cohorts of students in the
region.
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